SENIOR SPOTLIGHT!
What brought you to ANTC? I wanted to learn how to cook.
What is your dream job? I don’t have one yet.
What is your favorite class that you have taken so far? Culinary by a long shot!
What is the best advice you have been given by your instructor at ANTC? Listen to
the instructions
What is your favorite memory at ANTC? I honestly don’t know
Richard Ashburn
Amelia County High School
Culinary Arts

What was the first feeling you had when you attended ANTC? A bit of anxiety.
What words of wisdom do you have for other students? Have fun.

SENIOR SPOTLIGHT!
What brought you to ANTC? Interest is the main thing.
What is your dream job? Computer Software Systems Data
Analyst (Really any job in the Cybersecurity field.)
What is your favorite class that you have taken so far? Computer Information
Systems, in this class I learned the basic parts of the computer and some coding.

Aazarih Young
Nottoway High School
Culinary Arts

What is the best advice you have been given by your instructor at ANTC? “We’re
not looking for the best chefs here, neither do you have to become a chef. I’ll be
proud no matter what you guys become.”
What is your favorite memory at ANTC? Describing the cutting boards to
underclassmen, though I’m introverted, the presentation was rather enjoyable.

What was the first feeling you had when you attended ANTC? Uneasy and uncertainty were my first feelings; though
those feelings disappeared rather quickly.
What words of wisdom do you have for other students? “Though life isn’t fair, keep trying and do what you love. With
enough work and dedication, success shall be attained.”
AUTO BODY…Paint Removal…Door Replacement…Sanding!

COSMETOLOGY…Creativity!

CULINARY ARTS…Parmesan Chicken!

CNA…Clinical Experience!

Medical Assistant…Body Mechanics with patient transfer

TREASURED MOMENTS
Making a GREAT Banana Pudding requires planning!

SVCC Graduation Ready!

WOMANS’ HISTORY MONTH…Ms. Brown with another marvelous display!

